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Yeah, reviewing a ebook The Will To Improve Governmentality Development And Practice Of
Politics Tania Murray Li could increase your close contacts listings. This is just one of the
solutions for you to be successful. As understood, skill does not recommend that you have fabulous
points.
Comprehending as competently as conformity even more than additional will give each success. next
to, the message as well as acuteness of this The Will To Improve Governmentality Development And
Practice Of Politics Tania Murray Li can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

Cultivating Development May 16 2021 Critiques the very essence of development policy,
especially the complex relationship between policy and practice and role of participation
Cultures of Doing Good Oct 28 2019 Anthropological field studies of nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) in their unique cultural and political contexts. Cultures of Doing Good: Anthropologists and
NGOs serves as a foundational text to advance a growing subfield of social science inquiry: the
anthropology of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Thorough introductory chapters provide a
short history of NGO anthropology, address how the study of NGOs contributes to anthropology
more broadly, and examine ways that anthropological studies of NGOs expand research agendas
spawned by other disciplines. In addition, the theoretical concepts and debates that have anchored
the analysis of NGOs since they entered scholarly discourse after World War II are explained. The
wide-ranging volume is organized into thematic parts: “Changing Landscapes of Power,” “Doing
Good Work,” and “Methodological Challenges of NGO Anthropology.” Each part is introduced by an
original, reflective essay that contextualizes and links the themes of each chapter to broader bodies
of research and to theoretical and methodological debates. A concluding chapter synthesizes how
current lines of inquiry consolidate and advance the first generation of anthropological NGO studies,
highlighting new and promising directions in this field. In contrast to studies about surveys of NGOs
that cover a single issue or region, this book offers a survey of NGO dynamics in varied cultural and
political settings. The chapters herein cover NGO life in Tanzania, Serbia, the Czech Republic,
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Egypt, Peru, the United States, and India. The diverse institutional worlds and networks include
feminist activism, international aid donors, USAID democracy experts, Romani housing activism,
academic gender studies, volunteer tourism, Jewish philanthropy, Islamic faith-based development,
child welfare, women’s legal arbitration, and environmental conservation. The collection explores
issues such as normative democratic civic engagement, elitism and professionalization, the
governance of feminist advocacy, disciplining religion, the politics of philanthropic neutrality, NGO
tourism and consumption, blurred boundaries between anthropologists as researchers and activists,
and barriers to producing critical NGO ethnographies.
Foucault and Managerial Governmentality Jan 24 2022 In the last two decades there has been an
explosion of research inspired by Michel Foucault’s suggestion of a new concept, ‘governmentality’.
The distinctive feature of modern governmentality is that across all sorts of fields, rule is predicated
upon the active subject as the vehicle through which—and by which—power is exercised. The appeal
of governmentality is that, whether we are considering the workplace, the school or welfare
regimes, it opens up new ways of looking at familiar institutions. Foucault and Managerial
Governmentality is about Michel Foucault’s concept of governmentality. The novelty of this concept
is that looks at the ways that populations and organisations are imagined in ways that premise
collective gains through expanding individual freedoms. Specifically, how are technologies of
freedom devised that improve the overall performance—health, productivity, or parental
responsibility—of a given population? Understanding the operation of technologies of control is a
simple enough task, argues Foucault, but also one that blinds us to the increasing prevalence of
technologies of freedom. Foucault and Managerial Governmentality aims not just to locate this
concept in Foucault’s wider research project but to apply it to all sorts of management techniques.
By applying governmentality to questions of management and organization we will also develop
Foucault’s original, somewhat sketchy concept. This book has three innovative narratives: an
awareness of the historicity of the concept; the application of governmentality to specific forms of
management means that we escape the temptation to read any and all forms of technology and
organization as an expression of neoliberalism; and, finally, the interviews with Peter Miller and
Nikolas Rose provide unique intellectual and personal insights into the development of the
governmentalist project over the last thirty years.
Rethinking Capitalist Development Jul 30 2022 In this book, Kalyan Sanyal reviews the
traditional notion of capitalism and propounds an original theory of capitalist development in the
post-colonial context. In order to substantiate his theory, concepts such as primitive accumulation,
governmentality and post-colonial capitalist formation are discussed in detail. Analyzing critical
questions from a third world perspective such as: Will the integration into the global capitalist
network bring to the third world new economic opportunities? Will this capitalist network make the
third world countries an easy prey for predatory multinational corporations? The end result is a
discourse, drawing on Marx and Foucault, which envisages the post-colonial capitalist formation,
albeit in an entirely different light, in the era of globalization.
Poverty, Agency, and Human Rights Aug 07 2020 Poverty, Agency, and Human Rights collects
thirteen new essays that analyze how human agency relates to poverty and human rights
respectively as well as how agency mediates issues concerning poverty and social and economic
human rights. No other collection of philosophical papers focuses on the diverse ways poverty
impacts the agency of the poor, the reasons why poverty alleviation schemes should also promote
the agency of beneficiaries, and the fitness of the human rights regime to secure both economic
development and free agency. The book is divided into four parts. Part 1 considers the diverse
meanings of poverty both from the standpoint of the poor and from that of the relatively well-off.
Part 2 examines morally appropriate responses to poverty on the part of persons who are better-off
and powerful institutions. Part 3 identifies economic development strategies that secure the agency
of the beneficiaries. Part 4 addresses the constraints poverty imposes on agency in the context of
biomedical research, migration for work, and trafficking in persons.
Governance and Governmentality for Projects Oct 09 2020 This research-based book takes an
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organization-wide perspective to describe the governance and governmentality for projects in
organizations. Governance of projects defines and directs the ways managers of projects, programs,
and project portfolios carry out their work. Governmentality is the way the managers of these
managers present themselves to those they lead. Governance and Governmentality for Projects
starts with introducing existing theories, models and paradigms for governance and
governmentality. It then develops a chronological framework of the ways governance and
governmentality for projects is enabled in organizations, how it subsequently unfolds in
organizations of different types and sectors, and the consequences of different governance
approaches for project results, trust, control, and ethical issues in projects. Special emphasis is
given to the link between corporate governance and the governance of project, programs and
project portfolios. Three real-life case studies exemplify the research findings described in the book.
Through its structure this book describes the development of governance and governmentality in the
realm of projects from its organizational origins, via observable practices, to expected consequences
of different implementations. Aimed at academics, post-graduate students in business and
management, reflective practitioners, standards or policy developers, those in governance roles and
others in need of a detailed knowledge of the spectrum of project related governance in
organizations, this book will help develop a comprehensive understanding of the theoretical and
practical underpinnings of the subject, their interaction, and implications for implementation. This
allows for understanding and developing of both generic and idiosyncratic governance structures,
such as those needed in project-based organizations.
The Will to Improve Nov 02 2022 The Will to Improve is a remarkable account of development in
action. Focusing on attempts to improve landscapes and livelihoods in Indonesia, Tania Murray Li
carefully exposes the practices that enable experts to diagnose problems and devise interventions,
and the agency of people whose conduct is targeted for reform. Deftly integrating theory,
ethnography, and history, she illuminates the work of colonial officials and missionaries; specialists
in agriculture, hygiene, and credit; and political activists with their own schemes for guiding
villagers toward better ways of life. She examines donor-funded initiatives that seek to integrate
conservation with development through the participation of communities, and a one-billion-dollar
program designed by the World Bank to optimize the social capital of villagers, inculcate new habits
of competition and choice, and remake society from the bottom up. Demonstrating that the “will to
improve” has a long and troubled history, Li identifies enduring continuities from the colonial period
to the present. She explores the tools experts have used to set the conditions for reform—tools that
combine the reshaping of desires with applications of force. Attending in detail to the highlands of
Sulawesi, she shows how a series of interventions entangled with one another and tracks their
results, ranging from wealth to famine, from compliance to political mobilization, and from new
solidarities to oppositional identities and violent attack. The Will to Improve is an engaging
read—conceptually innovative, empirically rich, and alive with the actions and reflections of the
targets of improvement, people with their own critical analyses of the problems that beset them.
Rich Forests, Poor People Feb 22 2022 Lots of Javanese peasants live alongside state-controlled
forest lands. Because their legal access and customary rights to the forest have been limited, they
have been pushed toward illegal use of forest resources. This book untangles the peasant and state
politics which developed in Java.
Land’s End Oct 01 2022 Drawing on two decades of ethnographic research in Sulawesi, Indonesia,
Tania Murray Li offers an intimate account of the emergence of capitalist relations among
indigenous highlanders who privatized their common land to plant a boom crop, cacao. Spurred by
the hope of ending their poverty and isolation, some prospered, while others lost their land and
struggled to sustain their families. Yet the winners and losers in this transition were not
strangers—they were kin and neighbors. Li's richly peopled account takes the reader into the
highlanders' world, exploring the dilemmas they faced as sharp inequalities emerged among them.
The book challenges complacent, modernization narratives promoted by development agencies that
assume inefficient farmers who lose out in the shift to high-value export crops can find jobs
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elsewhere. Decades of uneven and often jobless growth in Indonesia meant that for newly landless
highlanders, land's end was a dead end. The book also has implications for social movement
activists, who seldom attend to instances where enclosure is initiated by farmers rather than
coerced by the state or agribusiness corporations. Li's attention to the historical, cultural, and
ecological dimensions of this conjuncture demonstrates the power of the ethnographic method and
its relevance to theory and practice today.
Power in Conservation Aug 31 2022 This book examines theories and ethnographies related to the
anthropology of power in conservation. Conservation thought and practice is power
laden—conservation thought is powerfully shaped by the history of ideas of nature and its relation to
people, and conservation interventions govern and affect peoples and ecologies. This book argues
that being able to think deeply, particularly about power, improves conservation policy-making and
practice. Political ecology is by far the most well-known and well-published approach to thinking
about power in conservation. This book analyzes the relatively neglected but robust anthropology of
conservation literature on politics and power outside political ecology, especially literature rooted in
Foucault. It is intended to make four of Foucault’s concepts of power accessible, concepts that are
most used in the anthropology of conservation: the power of discourses, discipline and
governmentality, subject formation, and neoliberal governmentality. The important ethnographic
literature that these concepts have stimulated is also examined. Together, theory and ethnography
underpin our emerging understanding of a new, Anthropocene-shaped world. This book will be of
great interest to students and scholars of conservation, environmental anthropology, and political
ecology, as well as conservation practitioners and policy-makers.
A Genealogy of Tropical Architecture Dec 31 2019 A Genealogy of Tropical Architecture traces the
origins of tropical architecture to nineteenth century British colonial architectural knowledge and
practices. It uncovers how systematic knowledge and practices on building and environmental
technologies in the tropics were linked to military technologies, medical theories and sanitary
practices, and were manifested in colonial building types such as military barracks, hospitals and
housing. It also explores the various ways these colonial knowledge and practices shaped post-war
techno scientific research and education in climatic design and modern tropical architecture.
Drawing on the interdisciplinary scholarships on postcolonial studies, science studies, and
environmental history, Jiat-Hwee Chang argues that tropical architecture was inextricably entangled
with the socio-cultural constructions of tropical nature, and the politics of colonial governance and
postcolonial development in the British colonial and post-colonial networks. By bringing to light new
historical materials through formidable research and tracing the history of tropical architecture
beyond what is widely considered today as its "founding moment" in the mid-twentieth century, this
important and original book revises our understanding of colonial built environment. It also provides
a new historical framework that significantly bears upon contemporary concerns with climatic
design and sustainable architecture. This book is an essential resource for understanding tropical
architecture and its various contemporary manifestations. Its in-depth discussion and path breaking
insights will be invaluable to specialists, academics, students and practitioners.
Encountering Development Sep 07 2020 Originally published: 1995. Paperback reissue, with a new
preface by the author.
Governmentality Dec 23 2021 This text is an accessible but challenging introduction to the debate
on governmentality and the continued relevance of this body of work for the study of global politics.
Geopolitics and Development Apr 14 2021 Geopolitics and Development examines the historical
emergence of development as a form of governmentality, from the end of empire to the Cold War
and the War on Terror. It illustrates the various ways in which the meanings and relations of
development as a discourse, an apparatus and an aspiration, have been geopolitically imagined and
enframed. The book traces some of the multiple historical associations between development and
diplomacy and seeks to underline the centrality of questions of territory, security, statehood and
sovereignty to the pursuit of development, along with its enrolment in various (b)ordering practices.
In making a case for greater attention to the evolving nexus between geopolitics and development
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and with particular reference to Africa, the book explores the historical and contemporary
geopolitics of foreign aid, the interconnections between development and counterinsurgency, the
role of the state and social movements in (re)imagining development, the rise of (re)emerging
donors like China, India and Brazil, and the growing significance of South–South flows of
investment, trade and development cooperation. Drawing on post-colonial and postdevelopment
approaches and on some of the author’s own original empirical research, this is an essential, critical
and interdisciplinary analysis of the complex and dynamic political geographies of global
development. Primarily intended for scholars and post-graduate students in development studies,
human geography, African studies and international relations, this book provides an engaging,
invaluable and up-to-date resource for making sense of the complex entanglement between
geopolitics and development, past and present.
The Gender Effect Mar 26 2022 How and why are U.S. transnational corporations investing in the
lives, educations, and futures of poor, racialized girls and women in the Global South? Is it a solution
to ending poverty? Or is it a pursuit of economic growth and corporate profit? Drawing on more than
a decade of research in the United States and Brazil, this book focuses on how the philanthropic,
social responsibility, and business practices of various corporations use a logic of development that
positions girls and women as instruments of poverty alleviation and new frontiers for capitalist
accumulation. Using the Girl Effect, the philanthropic brand of Nike, Inc., as a central case study,
the book examines how these corporations seek to address the problems of gendered poverty and
inequality, yet do so using an instrumental logic that shifts the burden of development onto girls and
women without transforming the structural conditions that produce poverty. These practices, in
turn, enable corporations to expand their legitimacy, authority, and reach while sidestepping
contradictions in their business practices that often exacerbate conditions of vulnerability for girls
and women. With a keen eye towards justice, author Kathryn Moeller concludes that these
corporatized development practices de-politicize girls’ and women’s demands for fair labor practices
and a just global economy.
Ethnographies of Development and Globalization in the Philippines Jan 12 2021 The contributors to
this volume examine the actual workings and on-the-ground effects of contemporary political
economic shifts in the Global South, and implications for reconfiguring social networks, conceptions
and practices of governance, and burgeoning social movements. How do various groups in the
Global South respond to and manage chronic states of insecurity and precarity concomitant with
contemporary globalization processes? While drawing on diverse ethnographic viewpoints in the
Philippines, the authors analyze the impact of these processes through the conceptual framework of
"emergent sociality," a purported connectedness among individuals fostered through interactions,
copresence, and conviviality within a community over a long duration. In so doing, the case studies
in this volume suggest, illuminate, and debate insecurities that may be commonly shared among
populations in the Philippines and throughout the Global South. This anthology will be of great
interest to students and scholars of cultural anthropology, globalization and Philippines society.
Governmentality, Biopower, and Everyday Life Apr 02 2020 Governmentality, Biopower, and
Everyday Life synthesizes and extends the disparate strands of scholarship on Foucault's notions of
governmentality and biopower and grounds them in familiar social contexts including the private
realm, the market, and the state/military. Topics include public health, genomics, behavioral
genetics, neoliberal market logics and technologies, philanthropy, and the war on terror. This book
is designed for readers interested in a rigorous, comprehensive introduction to the wide array of
interdisciplinary work focusing on Foucault, biopower and governmentality. However, Nadesan does
not merely reproduce existing literatures but also responds to implicit critiques made by Cultural
Studies and Marxist scholarship concerning identity politics, political economy, and sovereign force
and disciplinary control. Using concrete examples and detailed illustrations throughout, this book
extends the extant literature on governmentality and biopower and helps shape our understanding
of everyday life under neoliberalism.
Global Governmentality Feb 10 2021 Global Governmentality extends Foucault's political thought
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towards international studies, exploring the governance of the global, the international, the regional
and many other extra-domestic spaces.
The Anthropology of Sustainability Jul 26 2019 This book compiles research from leading experts in
the social, behavioral, and cultural dimensions of sustainability, as well as local and global
understandings of the concept, and on lived practices around the world. It contains studies focusing
on ways of living, acting, and thinking which claim to favor the local and global ecological systems of
which we are a part, and on which we depend for survival. The concept of sustainability as a product
of concern about global environmental degradation, rising social inequalities, and dispossession is
presented as a key concept. The contributors explore the opportunities to engage with questions of
sustainability and to redefine the concept of sustainability in anthropological terms.
Vivir Bien as an Alternative to Neoliberal Globalization Dec 11 2020 Presenting an
ethnographic account of the emergence and application of critical political alternatives in the Global
South, this book analyses the opportunities and challenges of decolonizing and transforming a
modern, hierarchical and globally-immersed nation-state on the basis of indigenous terminologies.
Alternative development paradigms that represent values including justice, pluralism, democracy
and a sustainable relationship to nature tend to emerge in response to – and often opposed to – the
neoliberal globalization. Through a focus on the empirical case of the notion of Vivir Bien (‘Living
Well’) as a critical cultural and ecological paradigm, Ranta demonstrates how indigeneity –
indigenous peoples’ discourses, cultural ideas and worldviews – has become such a denominator in
the construction of local political and policy alternatives. More widely, the author seeks to map
conditions for, and the challenges of, radical political projects that aim to counteract neoliberal
globalization and Western hegemony in defining development. This book will appeal to critical
academic scholars, development practitioners and social activists aiming to come to grips with the
complexity of processes of progressive social change in our contemporary global world.
Islamic NGOs in Bangladesh May 28 2022 NGOs (Non-Governmental Organizations) have emerged
in both a development and aid capacity in Bangladesh, providing wide-reaching public services to
the country’s population living in extreme poverty. However, resistance to and limitations of NGOled development - which in conjunction with Bangladesh’s social transformation - led to a new
religious-based NGO development practice. Looking at the role of Islamic NGOs in Bangladesh, the
book investigates new forms of neoliberal governmentality supported by international donors. It
discusses how this form of social regulation produces and reproduces subjectivities, particularly
Muslim women subjectivity, and has combined religious and economic rationality, further
complicating the boundaries and the relationship between Islam, modernity, and development. The
book argues that both secular and Islamic NGOs target women in the name of empowerment but
more importantly as the most reliable partners to meet their debt obligations of micro-financing
schemes, including shari’a-based financing. The targeted women, in turn, experience Islamic NGOs
as less coercive and more sensitive to their religious environment in the rural village community
than are secular NGOs. Providing a comparative study of the role of religious and secular NGOs in
the implementation of neoliberal policies and development strategies, this book will be a significant
addition to research on South Asian Politics, Development Studies, Gender Studies, and Religion.
The Aid Effect Nov 29 2019 Today international development policy is converging around ideas of
neoliberal reform, democratisation and poverty reduction. What does this mean for the local and
international dimensions of aid relationships?The Aid Effect demonstrates the fruitfulness of an
ethnographic approach to aid, policy reform and global governance. The contributors provide
powerful commentary on hidden processes, multiple perspectives or regional interests behind
official aid policy discourses. The book raises important questions concerning the systematic social
effects of aid relationships, the nature of sovereignty and the state, and the working of power
inequalities built through the standardisations of a neoliberal framework. The contributors take on
new challenges to anthropology presented by a ‘global aid architecture’ which no longer operates
through discrete projects but has moved on to sector wide approaches, budgetary support and other
macro-level instruments of development; but they remain faithful to the fieldwork methodology that
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is anthropology’s strength and the source of rare insight.
The Biopolitics of Gender Nov 09 2020 This title provides a theoretically and methodologically
new and distinct approach to gender through the frameworks of biopolitics and genealogy,
theorising it as a historically specific apparatus of biopower. Through the use of a diverse mix of
historical and contemporary documents, the book explores how the problematisation of intersex
infant genitalia in 1950s psychiatry propelled the emergence of the gender apparatus in order to
socialise sexed individuals into the ideal productive and reproductive subjects of White, middle-class
postwar America.
Planetary Improvement Mar 14 2021 An examination of clean technology entrepreneurship finds
that “green capitalism” is more capitalist than green. Entrepreneurs and investors in the green
economy have encouraged a vision of addressing climate change with new technologies. In Planetary
Improvement, Jesse Goldstein examines the cleantech entrepreneurial community in order to
understand the limitations of environmental transformation within a capitalist system. Reporting on
a series of investment pitches by cleantech entrepreneurs in New York City, Goldstein describes
investor-friendly visions of incremental improvements to the industrial status quo that are hardly
transformational. He explores a new “green spirit of capitalism,” a discourse of planetary
improvement, that aims to “save the planet” by looking for “non-disruptive disruptions,”
technologies that deliver “solutions” without changing much of what causes the underlying problems
in the first place. Goldstein charts the rise of business environmentalism over the last half of the
twentieth century and examines cleantech's unspoken assumptions of continuing cheap and
abundant energy. Recounting the sometimes conflicting motivations of cleantech entrepreneurs and
investors, he argues that the cleantech innovation ecosystem and its Schumpetarian dynamic of
creative destruction are built around attempts to control creativity by demanding that
transformational aspirations give way to short-term financial concerns. As a result, capitalist
imperatives capture and stifle visions of sociotechnical possibility and transformation. Finally, he
calls for a green spirit that goes beyond capitalism, in which sociotechnical experimentation is able
to break free from the narrow bonds and relative privilege of cleantech entrepreneurs and the
investors that control their fate.
Adventures in Aidland Apr 26 2022 Anthropological interest in new subjects of research and
contemporary knowledge practices has turned ethnographic attention to a wide ranging variety of
professional fields. Among these the encounter with international development has perhaps been
longer and more intimate than any of the others. Anthropologists have drawn critical attention to the
interfaces and social effects of development's discursive regimes but, oddly enough, have paid scant
attention to knowledge producers themselves, despite anthropologists being among them. This is the
focus of this volume. It concerns the construction and transmission of knowledge about global
poverty and its reduction but is equally interested in the social life of development professionals, in
the capacity of ideas to mediate relationships, in networks of experts and communities of aid
workers, and in the dilemmas of maintaining professional identities. Going well beyond obsolete
debates about 'pure' and 'applied' anthropology, the book examines the transformations that occur
as social scientific concepts and practices cross and re-cross the boundary between anthropological
and policy making knowledge.
Making the Poor Free? Oct 21 2021 While handing over the first set of 12-digit unique identification
numbers to ten tribal families of Tembhli, a dusty village tucked away in a far corner of
Maharashtra, the then Prime Minister Manmohan Singh said, 'UID will help hundreds of people in
India, whose pride was hurt for so many years because of the lack of an identity. This will be their
source of recognition from now on'. The Aadhaar scheme, since its inception, has been operating
without parliamentary approval and, thus, the Supreme Court of India held that Aadhaar cannot be
made mandatory for availing public services in India. This book, therefore, is an attempt to
understand how Aadhaar will make India's poor free. Fifteen chapters describe the evolution of
different schemes of the Indian government that have sought to provide identification, enrolment to
and functioning of Aadhaar, and the legal framework involved in the process. This book is an inthe-will-to-improve-governmentality-development-and-practice-of-politics-tania-murray-li
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depth analysis of this unique and controversial programme in India. Das maintains that while the
Aadhaar programme's contribution in the implementation of PDS, MGNREGS, education, and public
health can only be modest, it will be in a position to create a platform for greater financial inclusion
of the poor.
Governing Practices Nov 21 2021 Neoliberalism is among the most commonly used concepts in the
social sciences. Furthermore, it is one of the most influential factors that have shaped the formation
of public policy and politics. In Governing Practices, Michelle Brady and Randy Lippert bring
together prominent scholars in sociology, criminology, anthropology, geography, and policy studies
to extend and refine the current conversation about neoliberalism. The collection argues that a new
methodological approach to analyzing contemporary policy and political change is needed. United by
the common influence of Foucault's governmentality approach and an ethnographic imaginary, the
collection presents original research on a diverse range of case studies including public-private
partnerships, the governance of condos, community and state statistics, nanopolitics, philanthropy,
education reform, and pay-day lending. These diverse studies add considerable depth to studies on
governmentality and neoliberalism through a focus on governmental practices that have not
previously been the focus of sustained analysis.
Land's End Jun 28 2022 Drawing on two decades of ethnographic research in Sulawesi, Indonesia,
Tania Murray Li offers an intimate account of the emergence of capitalist relations among
indigenous highlanders who privatized their common land to plant a boom crop, cacao. Spurred by
the hope of ending their poverty and isolation, some prospered, while others lost their land and
struggled to sustain their families. Yet the winners and losers in this transition were not
strangers—they were kin and neighbors. Li's richly peopled account takes the reader into the
highlanders' world, exploring the dilemmas they faced as sharp inequalities emerged among them.
The book challenges complacent, modernization narratives promoted by development agencies that
assume inefficient farmers who lose out in the shift to high-value export crops can find jobs
elsewhere. Decades of uneven and often jobless growth in Indonesia meant that for newly landless
highlanders, land's end was a dead end. The book also has implications for social movement
activists, who seldom attend to instances where enclosure is initiated by farmers rather than
coerced by the state or agribusiness corporations. Li's attention to the historical, cultural, and
ecological dimensions of this conjuncture demonstrates the power of the ethnographic method and
its relevance to theory and practice today.
Governmentality after Neoliberalism May 04 2020 Neoliberalism has had a major impact on
public policy but it has also perhaps obscured the equally dramatic spread of other policy tools
based on significantly different forms of social science. This book therefore explores the mixture of
social technologies that have arisen since neoliberalism, sometimes alongside and sometimes in
conflict with it, but generally as attempts to address problems created by the market reforms of a
high neoliberalism. These have included attempts to spread networks, joining-up, and long term
partnerships, and to build state capacity, social capital, and resilient communities. Thematically,
each chapter is defined by its engagement with governmentality, specifically challenging
governmentality theory to pay more attention to practices. The book also develops a complex and
variegated account of neoliberalism and its afterlife as chapters highlight the different ways in
which a range of market mechanisms and other technologies now coexist in different policy areas.
Finally, the book moves beyond abstract discussions of both governmentality and neoliberalism to
concrete demonstrations of this approach in action. This text will be of key interest to scholars and
students of governance, public policy, governmentality theory and more broadly to British Politics,
social policy, and sociology.
Development Discourse and Global History Mar 02 2020 The manner in which people have been
talking and writing about ‘development’ and the rules according to which they have done so have
evolved over time. Development Discourse and Global History uses the archaeological and
genealogical methods of Michel Foucault to trace the origins of development discourse back to late
colonialism and notes the significant discontinuities that led to the establishment of a new discourse
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and its accompanying industry. This book goes on to describe the contestations, appropriations and
transformations of the concept. It shows how some of the trends in development discourse since the
crisis of the 1980s – the emphasis on participation and ownership, sustainable development and free
markets – are incompatible with the original rules and thus lead to serious contradictions. The
Eurocentric, authoritarian and depoliticizing elements in development discourse are uncovered,
whilst still recognizing its progressive appropriations. The author concludes by analysing the old and
new features of development discourse which can be found in the debate on Sustainable
Development Goals and discussing the contribution of discourse analysis to development studies.
This book is aimed at researchers and students in development studies, global history and discourse
analysis as well as an interdisciplinary audience from international relations, political science,
sociology, geography, anthropology, language and literary studies.
Responsibilisation at the Margins of Welfare Services Jun 04 2020 The impetus for this book is the
shift in welfare policy in Western Europe from state responsibilities to individual and community
responsibilities. The book examines the ways in which policies associated with advanced liberalism
and New Public Management can be identified as influencing professional practices to promote
personalisation, participation, empowerment, recovery and resilience. In examining the concept of
‘responsibilisation’ from the point of view of both the ‘responsibilised client and welfare worker’, the
book breaks from the traditional literature to demonstrate how responsibilities are negotiated
during multi-professional care planning meetings, home visits, staff meetings, focus groups and
interviews with different stakeholders. The settings examined in the book can be described as on the
‘margins of welfare’ - mental health, substance abuse, homelessness services and probation work,
where the rights and responsibilities of clients and workers are uncertain and constantly under
review. Each chapter approaches the management of responsibilities from a particular angle by
combining responsibilisation theory and discourse analysis to examine everyday encounters. Taken
together, the chapters paint a comprehensive picture of the responsibilisation practices at the
margins of welfare services and provide an extensive discussion of the implications for policy and
practice. Drawing upon both the governmentality literature and everyday encounters, the book
provides a broad approach to a key topic. It will therefore be a valuable resource for social policy,
public administration, social work and human service researchers and students, and social and
health care professionals.
Beyond Law and Development Jan 30 2020 "The book highlights new imaginaries required to
transcend traditional approaches to law and development. The authors focus on injustices and harms
to people and the environment and confront global injustices involving impoverishment, patriarchy,
forced migration, global pandemics, and intellectual rights in traditional medicine resulting from
maldevelopment, bad governance and aftermaths of colonialism. New imaginaries emphasise
deconstruction of fashionable myths of law, development, human rights, governance, and postcoloniality to focus on communal and feminist relationality, non-western legal systems, personal
responsibility for justice and forms of resistance to injustices. The book will be of interest to students
and scholars of development, law and development, feminism, international law, environmental law,
governance, politics, international relations, social justice and activism"-Governing the Climate Jun 24 2019 "Climate change is an issue that transcends and exceeds
formal political and geographical boundaries. Social scientists are increasingly studying how
effective policies on climate change can be enacted at the global level, 'beyond the state'. Such
perspectives take into account governance mechanisms with public, hybrid and private sources of
authority. Studies are raising questions about the ways in which state authority is constituted and
practiced in the climate arena, and the implications for how we understand the potential and limits
for addressing the climate problem. This book focuses on the rationalities and practices by which a
carbon-constrained world is represented, categorized and ordered. The book will enable
investigations into a range of sites (e.g., the body, home, shopping centre, firm, city, forests, streets,
international bureaucracies, financial flows, migrants and refugees) where subjectivities around
climate change and carbon are formed and contested. Despite a growing interest in this area of
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work, the field remains fragmented and diffuse. This edited collection brings together the leading
scholarship in the field to cast new light on the question of how, why, and with what implications
climate governance is taking place. It is the first volume to collect this body of scholarship, and
provides a key reference point in the growing debate about climate change across the social
sciences"-Deconstructing the Dynamics of World-Societal Order Aug 19 2021 To get a better sense of power
dynamics in global politics, this book presents an innovative theoretical framework, combining a
critical engagement with, and further development of, Michel Foucault’s governmentality on the one
hand, and the theory of world society of the Stanford School of Sociology on the other. Making an
original contribution to academic debates about power and global political order, this book develops
a comprehensive theoretical perspective on power relations and political dynamics. The book starts
from the presupposition that any theoretical engagement of that kind requires nuanced empirical
study as well. It therefore analyzes the dynamics of world-societal order in the concrete empirical
example of Palestine, and raises the question of how its political and societal order comes into
existence. The author argues that governmentality represents a fundamental pattern of political
order in world society that also profoundly affects power dynamics in Palestine. This insight has two
important implications: First, power relations do not follow dichotomous distinctions such as
international/domestic or global/local, but manifest themselves within world society. Second,
therefore, order that comes into existence in Palestine needs to be understood as world-societal
order. Offering a comprehensive understanding of power relations and patterns of political
order(ing) embedded in world society, the book provides a deeper understanding of the complex
dynamics that contribute to the political and societal order of Palestine. This book will be of interest
to scholars and students of Middle East Studies, Palestine Studies, International Relations,
International Political Sociology, International Relations Theory, Governmentality Studies, and
Political Theory.
Governance in the 21st Century Aug 26 2019 This book explores some of the opportunities and risks
- economic, social and technological - that decision-makers will have to address, and outlines what
needs to be done to foster society's capacity to manage its future more flexibly and with broader
participation of its citizens.
Transforming the Frontier Sep 19 2021 International peace parks—transnational conservation
areas established and managed by two or more countries—have become a popular way of protecting
biodiversity while promoting international cooperation and regional development. In Transforming
the Frontier, Bram Büscher shows how cross-border conservation neatly reflects the neoliberal
political economy in which it developed. Based on extensive research in southern Africa with the
Maloti-Drakensberg Transfrontier Conservation and Development Project, Büscher explains how the
successful promotion of transfrontier conservation as a "win-win" solution happens not only in spite
of troubling contradictions and problems, but indeed because of them. This is what he refers to as
the "politics of neoliberal conservation," which receives its strength from effectively combining
strategies of consensus, antipolitics, and marketing. Drawing on long-term, multilevel ethnographic
research, Büscher argues that transfrontier conservation projects are not as concerned with on-theground development as they are purported to be. Instead, they are reframing environmental
protection and sustainable development to fit an increasingly contradictory world order.
European Social Integration and the Roma Jul 06 2020 In the field of political sociology and
European studies, there has long been a discussion on transnational neoliberal development and
ethnic groups’ self-governance. Notwithstanding, there has been limited exploration in relation to
modes of knowledge production associated with neoliberal governance of the Other (e.g. ethnic and
indigenous groups), which capture its idiosyncratic modes of political expression and empowerment.
Drawing on Michel Foucault’s political philosophy, this book discusses European social integration
as transnational neoliberal governmentality and challenges its epistemologically constituted
subaltern subject. Neoliberalism is questioned in relation to its programs of securitisation of poverty
and authoritarian models of self-governance associated with instrumentality of the market. In this
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context, the book’s rich political historical ethnography develops a new framework for the study of
social power. Furthermore, inspired by Jacques Rancière's radical philosophy, European Social
Integration and the Roma proposes a new mode of knowledge production about populations
excessively subjected to neoliberal governmentality, heralding the epistemological decolonisation of
the neoliberal subject. Presenting an insightful new prospect in critical sociology as well as the
conceptualization of power and the application of theories of governmentality, this book will appeal
to scholars interested in the areas of political sociology and anthropology, international relations,
social and political theory/philosophy and post-development studies.
Rule of Experts Jul 18 2021 Publisher Description
Neoliberalism and Unequal Development Jun 16 2021 "Since the 1970s, neoliberalism has evolved
from ideology to political programme, from political programme to public policy, and from public
policy to constitutional rule. This process of change has been made possible through the
endorsement of an uncritical, a-historical, and apolitical economic theory that legitimized
technocratic despotism, financial deregulation, precarious labour, and constitutional-political
emptying. This book examines critical perspectives in mainstream neoliberal development analysis.
It examines the neoliberal experiment as a global historical construct through the cases of Africa,
Latin America, and Europe. The analysis begins in 1980 with the Structural Adjustment Plans in
Latin America and Africa, followed in 1990 by Maastricht in the case of Europe and the euphoric
shift that took place, typified by the "Africa Rising" narrative, which attempts to promote the idea of
an economically emerging continent. It also considers the weakness of the state resulting from neoliberal austerity and fiscal stabilization policies, which have amplified the inability to collectively
deal with the social, economic, and political impact of the COVID-19 crisis. One of the key features of
the book is the extensive comparative analysis between regions, using case studies, including
examples from African countries. The authors connect the different regional perspectives, included
in the book, in a clear and coherent way, such that it will appeal to students and scholars interested
in the social, economic, and political outcomes of globalization and will also be of interest to official
development agencies and third sector organizations in Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa and
Europe"-Victorian Popularizers of Science Sep 27 2019 The ideas of Charles Darwin and his fellow
Victorian scientists have had an abiding effect on the modern world. But at the time The Origin of
Species was published in 1859, the British public looked not to practicing scientists but to a growing
group of professional writers and journalists to interpret the larger meaning of scientific theories in
terms they could understand and in ways they could appreciate. Victorian Popularizers of Science
focuses on this important group of men and women who wrote about science for a general audience
in the second half of the nineteenth century. Bernard Lightman examines more than thirty of the
most prolific, influential, and interesting popularizers of the day, investigating the dramatic
lecturing techniques, vivid illustrations, and accessible literary styles they used to communicate with
their audience. By focusing on a forgotten coterie of science writers, their publishers, and their
public, Lightman offers new insights into the role of women in scientific inquiry, the market for
scientific knowledge, tensions between religion and science, and the complexities of scientific
authority in nineteenth-century Britain.
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